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Abstract 
 
Phone lost has been a major problem these days. This case can happened because of the user own fault (he place it 
in the wrong place and forget it) or because of intentional phone stealing. Seeing many of this missing case we try 
to develop a system for tracking and securing a missing phone. Android platform is selected because it is one of 
the best operating system for mobile phone right now and the user growth is very promising. This application will 
give an extra security when a phone gone missing, as we know we store a lot of sensitive data on our phone. The 
system work flow is very simple actually, our application will be on standby and monitor command that it received 
via SMS and it will work in the background so user won't be get any distraction from this application. Using these 
commands user can lock his phone, sound the phone alarm, delete his phone data, get his phone data, and get his 
phone last location. This application have some other feature too, like lock his phone when someone change his 
phone card and send the new number that attach in his phone to the owner. When system get any request about 
phone's last position then system will process that request to get phone's latitude and longitude via GPS, after that 
system will quietly send it to the owner. 
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1. Introduction 
 
As the development of technology, the world's mobile phone (cell phone) also has developed quite 
rapidly. Mobile phone that previously could only use to phone and send SMS (short message), but now 
can be used for various purposes in accordance with the needs of the users. Users only need to 
download applications from the internet. Various needs of users, such as reading emails, view news, 
see stock quotes, and see the weather forecast can now be done from their mobile phone. Various 
specifications and other advanced features offered by mobile phone companies to attract customers into 
buying products they make. 
With the increasing of mobility then user must also watch out for the cases of lost mobile phone. 
Case of loss often occurs because the user's own negligence in place their mobile phone or because of 
crimes. The mobile phone owners often feel worried about the data that contained on their mobile 
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phones when their phone loss. Along with many of loss cases that occurred and the concerns that exist, 
the software developers are getting interested and are competing to create an application that can be 
used to determine the position of their mobile phone and lock it, so that existing data on the mobile 
phone is not abused by people who are take their phone. 
One of popular mobile phone's operating system that developed many times is Android. Since being 
acquired by Google in 2005 and released by Google with Open Handset Alliance (OHA) as open 
source on a 12 November 2007, Android became very popular among software developers. Android 
provides a SDK (Software Development Kit) which can be downloaded for free by the software 
developer to create and develop Android's applications. Android provide Android Market as well that 
can be used for marketing applications they have made. Android programming also began to be taught 
at various universities as one of the courses can be followed by students. With a range of facilities 
offered by Android, the software developer can easily create applications that are useful and can be 
developed in accordance with the requirements of existing  
The basic idea of this modeling is to improve the weakness of 2D detection. For example, 2D 
calculation doesn’t have the precision of face shape and direction compared with 3D calculation. 
Through several approaches, 3D face detection is able to improve the benefits of face detection such as 
more precise face recognition.  
In this implementation, the augmented reality will be using face tracking for a spectacle frame 
simulation. The approach taken in this implementation is to using the result of face tracking as a marker 
which will be followed by three dimensional face model recognition. The final step will be to 
displaying an augmented reality in the shape of spectacle frame. By combining all these steps, the 
purpose of this software is to become a simulation of a spectacle frame usage for users.  
The problem faced in this implementation is how to executing face detection, face poses estimation, 
and a precise and correct spectacle frame graphics generation. The method used will have a significant 
impact on the final result since one of the constraints of this software is real-time processing. 
 
2. System Analysis 
 
2.1. Analysis of Problems 
 
Today, the mobile phone has developed incredible. With the mobile phone is sophisticated enough 
at this time, users can easily resolve some of the things that used to only be done through a computer 
such as email or check to see stock prices. Although not all things can be done via mobile phone, 
mobile phone seemed to be the major needs and become a trend among the general public. Things like 
this that affects current mobility. 
With the high mobility that exists today, the lose case is something very usual. Case of loss often 
occurs due to user negligence in place their mobile phone or can also occur because of crime. Generally 
the user will feel confused when their mobile phone is lost because some important data such as contact 
or even personal photos stored on it. Such data can be misused by irresponsible parties. Therefore it 
takes a security application that prevents data access time in case of loss, even rediscover the lost 
location of the mobile phone to provide additional security for mobile phone owners. 
In addition to preventing data access by an unauthorized charge and find the location of current 
mobile phone is lost, the application must also be able to perform the deletion of data on a lost mobile 
phone. These data deletion facility should be added to the application of safeguards intended to provide 
additional security to the owner of the mobile phone during a loss. Through this facility, the owner of 
the mobile phone can easily perform the deletion of data to reduce the worry for the use of data by 
other people. 
The existence of such applications is certainly very useful for mobile phone owners when his phone 
is missing. With today's high mobility, the mobile phone lost case can occur anywhere and anytime. If 
the application can be applied to the mobile phone, the owner can easily find the last location of the 
mobile phone during a loss. All data contained in the lost mobile phone can also be secured so it can 
not be accessed and used by others. Things like that is the consideration of making this research. 
 
2.2. Solutions Offered 
 
Based on the analysis of the problems, researcher made an application tracking and security lock on 
the Android-based mobile phone in this research to provide the facility to the owner to take control of 
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their mobile phone, to prevents lost mobile phone for use by others, and securing data on the mobile 
phone from being accessed by other people. 
This application can run a command that received via SMS. Each command has a security function 
on its own. The owner can execute the functions of this application by sending an SMS that contains 
the command and password followed by the number that is being installed on the mobile phone that 
was lost. With this application, mobile phone owners can lock his missing mobile phone so as can't be 
used by others. Owners can also sound an alarm with a loud voice to help find a missing mobile phone 
if it is not far from the position of the owner. In addition to some of the facilities above, this application 
also provides the facility to obtain the final position of the lost mobile phone and perform the deletion 
of data on a lost mobile phone. 
In addition to having active functions that can be run via SMS, this application also has some 
functions that can be run automatically without the owner to provide additional security for the owner. 
This features include locking feature that execute automatically when the sim card on the mobile phone 
was replaced by others and automatically send the new phone number is attached to the owner. There is 
also a facility that can be used by the owner to send SMS to five friends or relations when there is 
danger. 
This application is made on a mobile device with Android operating system. Android operating 
system was chosen because it is one of the world's most widely used at present. This application will be 
made on the Android version 2.2 (Froyo). Internet connection needed to be able to use the facility to 
find the location of the mobile phone. 
 
3. System Design 
 
3.1. Database Design 
 
In this section will be explained about the databases used in tracking applications and the lock 
security. This application uses the SQLite database as a database provider, considering the provider 
database provided by the Android operating system is a SQLite database. In this application, there is a 
database with AndroGuardDB name and a table with AGData name that contains all user 
configurations. This configuration that will be used to run all processes in this application. The 
structure of the table AGData can be seen in table 1. 
 
Table 1  
AGData Table Structure 
 
Field Variable 
Password Text 
Owners_name Text 
Email Text 
Owners_phone Text 
Emergency_key Text 
Emergency_msg Text 
Status Text 
Sim_number Text 
E_number1 Text 
E_number2 Text 
E_number3 Text 
E_number4 Text 
E_number5 Text 
 
Can be seen in Table 1 that AGData table don't have a primary key and consists of 13 field that 
includes a password field, owners_name field, email field, field owners_phone, emergency_key field, 
emergency_msg field, status field, field sim_number, e_number1 field, field e_number2, e_number3 
field, e_number4 field, and field e_number5. Primary key is not added to the database because the 
application does not need unique data and it's consists of only one database record only.  
Each field in this database research and it has its own function. Password field is used for the login 
process and for the verification process as a command in the run application. Owners_name Field used 
to be displayed on the lock screen so that the owner of the mobile phone can be contacted by a person 
holding the mobile phone user. Field owners_phone used as information at the time this application 
displays the lock screen so the user can be informed and also used for automatic send number feature 
so this application can send the sim card number that is being installed on the mobile phone sim card 
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when it was replaced by someone else. Email field is used as information on the lock screen that can be 
reached when user's mobile phone is loss and it is also used to send the application password to user. 
Field status is used to process checks whether the mobile phone in a locked state or not. Field 
sim_number used for automatic lock on this application. While the field e_number1 until e_number5 
used to run the panic alert facility. 
  
3.2. Interface Design 
 
In this section will explain about interface design or appearance of this application. Application 
tracking and security lock has 13 pieces form is designed by using XML. Forms are designed in such a 
way as to make user easier to use this application. Some features of the application can be seen in 
Figure 4. 
  
  
 
Fig. 1. Application Interface 
 
Animation is not added in this application to improve the performance of the application. After all 
the application is used to secure the lost mobile phone. 
 
4. Test Case 
 
4.1. Functionality Testing System 
 
This section will explain about the experiments performed to determine whether the program has 
gone well or not. The trial is conducted by installing this final application directly into the mobile 
phone with Android operating system and try all the features contained there. Mobile phones used in 
the functionality tests is Samsung Galaxy Ace. Samsung Galaxy Ace is a mobile phone with Android 
operating system of the middle class issued by Samsung. This Mobile phone has a fairly large 
processor in its class and can be used to run these applications without a hitch at all. Technical data at 
the time of trial preparation can be seen in Table 2. 
 
Table 2  
Preparation Technical Data 
 
Technical Data Information 
Device Used Samsung Galaxy Ace (800 Mhz Processor) 
System Operation Android 2.2 (Froyo) 
Installation Process Less than 5 second 
Installer Size 812 KB (Kilo Bytes) 
 
In Table 2 can be seen that the device used for testing have at 800Mhz processor and it uses the 
Android operating system version 2.2 Froyo. Size of the installer of this application is 812 KB and 
takes about 5 seconds for the installation process on the mobile phone that used for testing. Tryouts will 
be conducted on the functionality of each feature in the application to determine the performance of 
each feature. 
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4.2. Trial on Multiple Mobile Phone 
 
In this section will be explained about the experiments carried out directly by trying this application 
on several types of Android mobile phone with a different version. The trial was conducted to 
determine whether the system is running well on the different operating system version. Several types 
of mobile phone used to test include Samsung Galaxy Ace, Galaxy Mini Samsung, LG Optimus 2x, 
and Samsung Galaxy Tab. The experimental results can be seen in Table 3. 
 
Table 3  
Test Result on Various Mobile Phone 
 
Mobile 
Phones Used 
For Testing 
Trial 
Installation 
Performance 
Testing 
Functionality 
Testing 
Samsung 
Galaxy Ace 
(Android 2.2 
Froyo) 
Application 
is installed 
successfully 
and takes ± 
5 seconds. 
Applications 
run fast 
enough and 
there is little 
lag when 
conducting a 
wipe and 
lock feature. 
All features 
can be run 
properly 
without any 
interference. 
Samsung 
Galaxy Mini 
(Android 2.2 
Froyo) 
Application 
is installed 
successfully 
and takes ± 
8 seconds. 
Applications 
run fast 
enough and 
there is little 
lag when 
conducting a 
wipe feature. 
All features 
can be run 
properly 
without any 
interference. 
LG Optimus 
2X (Android 
2.2 Froyo) 
Application 
is installed 
successfully 
and takes ± 
4 seconds. 
Applications 
run fast 
enough 
without any 
significant 
constraint. 
All features 
can be run 
properly 
without any 
interference. 
Samsung 
Galaxy Tab 
(Android 2.3 
GingerBread) 
Application 
is installed 
successfully 
and takes ± 
4 seconds. 
Applications 
run fast 
enough. 
Features lock 
command 
can’t run on 
these mobile 
phone. 
 
In Table 3 can be seen that the application can be installed successfully on four different types of 
mobile phone. The time needed for the installation process can be spelled out very quickly, which is 
about 4 seconds to 8 seconds. Applications can run fast enough with the performance on four different 
types of mobile phone, but there is little lag (delay) when conducting a wipe and lock feature on the 
Samsung Galaxy Ace and a little lag when running the wipe feature on the Samsung Galaxy Mini. Lag 
that occurs in the Samsung Galaxy Ace is caused by the amount of data that is installed on the mobile 
phone, while the lag that occurs in Galaxy Mini Samsung due to processor speed limitations contained 
therein. Overall, all the features in this application is running properly without any interference in the 
different version of the Android operating system. But in the Android 2.3 operating system gingerbread, 
it can't used lock feature. This is because the gingerbread Android 2.3 operating system does not allow 
programs to open up a new activity without user knowledge. Policies issued by the Android is indeed 
implemented in the version of gingerbread into consideration to prevent irresponsible developers in 
making a malware. Repairs will be attempted to be done in future versions to be used perfectly on 
Android 2.3 gingerbread. 
 
4.3. Security Features that User Needs 
 
This section will explain about the test results to the user. At this trial, the user is given a 
questionnaire that can be fill to find out what features are needed by the user. The results of this trial 
are listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4  
Percentage of Total Security Features that User Needs 
 
Security Features Percentage 
Command Alert 80% 
Command Lock 70% 
Command Unlock 60% 
Command Locate 80% 
Command List 10% 
Command Wipe 50% 
Command Send-Password 60% 
Automatic Lock 100% 
Automatic Send Number 80% 
Panic Alert 80% 
 
In table 4 can be seen that the security features that are needed by users is automatic lock feature, 
followed by a command alerts feature, locate command feature, send number automatic feature, and 
panic alert feature. Features command lock, unlock command features, command send-password 
feature, and wipe command feature was ranked at the middle score. While the command list features is 
the only security features that are found to be rejected by the user in this application. 
    
5. Final Section 
 
5.1. Conclusion 
 
In this section will explain the conclusions to be drawn during the making of this research. Once the 
application is completed and the final testing process is done, then several things can be concluded: 
x Android provides a service that can be run in the background. This command allows reception via 
SMS is done silently (silently) and does not interfere with activities undertaken by the user. 
x Android provides global shared preferences that facilitate the developer to get a value from another 
activity if necessary. 
x Latitude and longitude values will be obtained at the time of the demand for new locations by the 
user device. This value is used to display the current device position in the digital maps. 
x SQLite can be used as a powerful database at the time of making application for Android-based 
because it's open-source, small-sized, and fairly easy to apply. 
x The quality of cellular networks that are bad can be able to cause delay at the time of the last 
location request from an Android phone. 
x Making lock screen can be done by making the activity with full screen view and override the home 
button and back button so the button can’t be used to exit from the activity. 
x Application tracking and security lock to minimize the abuse of data by other people and allows the 
owner to get the location of their cell phones while in case of loss. 
x Android operating system version 2.3 gingerbread does not support the opening of activity without 
the knowledge of user. It is applied to avoid the developers are not responsible for the making of a 
malware. 
 
5.2. Suggestion 
 
In this section will explain the various suggestions for the developer when the application is further 
developed so that these applications can be better. 
x Programs created with the languages option and support Unicode encoding that can be used by 
users from different countries. 
x At the time of running the command alert, call owner automatic features can be added so that the 
owner can hear the conversations that might occur during a case of lost. 
x Features spy cam can be made for further application development. These features let you capture 
images from a camera phone quietly and send the photo to email users, so users get a clue to regain 
the lost mobile phone. 
x Applications can automatically remove the messages that are displayed on the notification area at 
the time of message that contains the command and the password is accepted by phone, so it can 
still maintain the privacy of the owner. 
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